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A theorem is proved that is, in a sense to be made precise, the best possible 
generalization of the theorems of Dirac, P&a, and Bandy that give successively 
weaker sufficient conditions for a graph to be Hamiltoniar,. Some simple 
corollaries axe deduced concerning Hamiltonian paths, n-Hamiltonian graphs, 
and Hamiltonian bipartite graphs. 
A non-decreasing sequence dl , d, ,..., dD of non-negative integers will 
be called a grapizie sequence if there is a graph G with p points u1 , up 4.“,, zz, 
such that the degree d(uJ of ui equals di for each i. (Then d,. , d, ,..., d, 
will be called the degree sequence of G.) An algebraic characterization of 
graphic sequences was given by Erdijs and Gallai [4]: A ~on-~~~reasi~~ 
sequence C& i d, ,..., d, of non-negative integers is graphic if and only if 
the sum of all di’s is even and, for any integer r with 9 < r” < p - 1, 
Actually, the characterization of graphic sequences is a special case of 
a more general problem solved by Tutte [9]. e shall say that a sequence 
dl”, d2*,..., d,” majorizes a sequence dI , bz, ,. . ., ~2, if &* > di for all i. 
The set of aI1 graphic sequences of length p will be considered to be 
partially ordered in this way. 
Nash-Williams [7] proposed to call a graphic sequence ~0~~~~~~ 
~ar~i~~o~~a~ if every graph with this degree sequence is Hamiltonian. 
There are several theorems which give conditions suEcient to ensure 
that a given graphic sequence is forcibly Hamiltonian. These are due to 
Dirac [3], P&a [8], and Bondy [l]; P&a’s theorem is stronger th 
Dirac’s and Bondy’s theorem is stronger than P6sa’s. However, they 
share the same property: if a sequence satisfies the condition given there 
then so does every greater sequence. In particular, Bondy’s theorem 
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asserts that every graphic sequence dI , d, ,..., d, such that p > 3 and 
4 < k, 4 < 1, k # I* 4 -I- 4 2 P (1) 
is forcibly Hamiltonian. Our aim is to prove the best possible theorem of 
this kind. In other words, we are going to characterize the largest upper 
order ideal H,* contained in the set H, of forcibly Hamiltonian sequences 
of length p. (By an upper order ideal in a partially ordered set P we mean 
a subset of P containing with each x all y such that y > x.) The proof is 
very much like Nash-Williams’ proof of P&a’s theorem [6] and the 
characterization is quite simple. 
THEOREM 1. Every graphic sequence dI , dZ ,..., d, such that p > 3 and 
dk < k < &p + d,-, > p - k (2) 
is forcibly Hamiltonian. On the other hand, if a graphic sequence fails to 
satisfy (2) then it is majorized by a graphic sequence which is not forcibly 
Hamiltonian. 
Proof. Let there be a non-Hamiltonian graph G whose degree sequence 
satisfies (2). Then G is contained in a maximal non-Hamiltonian graph G* 
(in the sense that the addition of any new line to G” creates a Hamiltonian 
graph); the degree sequence of G* also satisfies (2). From now on, we 
shall work with G*. Let u and v be two non-adjacent points such that 
d(u) + d(v) is as large as possible and d(u) < d(v). As G* is 
maximal non-Hamiltonian, there is a Hamiltonian path with points 
u = u1 , u2 ,..., u, = v in the natural order. Set 
S = {i : u uifl is a line of G*}, T = {i : Us v is a line of G*}. 
There is no j E S n T-otherwise the cyclic ordering 
uj ) 2lj.q ,..., U 19 %+1 9 %+z ,***9 % 
of the points of G* would yield a Hamiltonian cycle. Thus, we have 
S n T = o and also S u TC(1,2,...,p - 11. Therefore d(u) + d(v) = 
ISI+[TIcpandd(u)<~p.SinceSnT=@,eachz+withj~Sis 
non-adjacent to v and the maximality of d(u) + d(v) implies d(uJ < d(u). 
Thus, there are at least 1 S 1 = d(u) points whose degrees do not exceed 
d(u). Setting k = d(u) we then have dk < k < $p and therefore, by (2), 
d,-, > p - k. The last inequality means that there are at least k + 1 
points whose degrees are at least p - k. The point u, having degree k, 
cannot be adjacent to all of them. Thus, there is a point w  with 
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d(w) > p - k which is not adjacent to U. ut then d(u) + d(w) 3 
p > d(u) + d(v), contradicting the maximahty of ~(EQ + d((v). This contra- 
diction proves the first part of the theorem. 
To grove the second part, we notice that every graphic sequence whit 
fails to satisfy (2) is majorized by the sequence 
k, k,..,, k,p -k - l,p - k - I,..., p - k - 1,p - I,p - i,..., p - I 
with k terms equal to k, p - 2k terms equal to p - k - 1, and k terms 
equal to g - 1. The latter sequence is a degree sequence of the graph 
G(k, k,p - 2kj whose points form a set XV Y u Z where X, Y9 Z are 
pairwise disjoint with j X j = k, j Y j = k, I Z j = p - 2k and x is a line 
of C if and only if at least one of its end-points is in Y or both of its 
end-points are in Z. Clearly, C(k, k,p - 2kj is ~o~-~arnilto~~~a~~ and 
the proof is finished. 
e do not have to prove that Theorem 1 contains ondy’s theorem 
for we have already done so-the condition (1) covers an upper order 
ideal contained in H, whereas our condition (2) covers the largest such 
ideal If,*. At any rate, it is straightforward to see that (1) implies (2): 
if (2) fails for k then (1) fails for I = p - k. To see that (1) is actually 
stronger than (2) let us consider the sequence L& , dz ,..., dzna with m > 3, 
dg = [ 3m2- ’ ] for m < i < 2m. 
This sequence is graphic (it satisfies the Erdos- allai conditions) and 
satisfies (2) but is far from satisfying (1). 
Nevertheless, Theorem 1 gives by no means a complete characterization 
of forcibly Hamiltonian sequences for IB,* is a proper subset of HP s 
Indeed, Nash-Williams [7] proved that the sequence dl, d, ,1..9 d, wield 
ds=2t<&p for l<i<22t and d,=p-2t-1 for 2t<i<p is 
forcibly Hamiltonian. (In particular, every regular graph of degree d 
with 2d + 1 points is Hamiltonian.) However, it does not satisfy (2) SO 
it belongs to iF-I, - H,*. 
An easy trick enables us to deduce from Theorem 1 
COROLLARY 1.1. If the degree sequence dl , ds ,..., d, of a graph 
satisJes p 3 2 and 
j82b/l2/2-j 
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then G has a Hamiltonian path. On the other hand, tf the degree sequence 
of G fails to satisfy (3) then it is majorized by the degree sequence of a 
graph G1 which does not have a Hamiltonian path. 
Indeed, given any graph G we can construct a graph G* by adding a 
new point u and new lines joining u to all the points of G. G” has a 
Hamiltonian cycle if and only if G has a Hamiltonian path. Moreover, 
if the degree sequence of G satisfies (3) then the degree sequence of G” 
satisfies (2) (with p + 1 in place of p). The graph needed as G1 in the 
second part is G(k, k - l,p - 2k + 1). 
Chartrand, Kapoor, and Lick [2] call a graph G n-Hamiltonian if the 
removal of any m points from 6, 0 < m < n, results in a Hamiltonian 
graph. A straightforward application of our Theorem 1 gives the following 
strengthening of their Theorems 1 and 3. 
COROLLARY 1.2. If the degree sequence & , dZ ,..., d, of a graph G 
satisfies 0 < n < p - 3 and 
d,~kfm<~(p+m)~d,-,-,~p-k (0 G m < n> (4) 
then G is n-Hamiltonian. On the other hand, tf the degree sequence of G 
fails to satisfy (4) then it is majorized by the degree sequence of a graph G, 
which is not n-Hamiltonian. 
Indeed, a degree sequence of any graph obtained from G by the removal 
of m points with 0 < m < n satisfies (2). The example for the second part 
is the graph G(k, k + m, p - 2k - m). 
Bondy [l] proved also two theorems on bipartite graphs. (In both of 
them, >n/2 is misprinted as >n/2.) We are going to prove their stronger 
versions which are best possible in the same sense as Theorem 1. 
First, a new trick yields instantly a strengthening of a result of Moon 
and Moser [5]. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let G be a bipartite graph with blue points 
Ul 3 % ,“., %n and red points v1 , v2 ,..., v, such that m > 2, d(u,) < 
d(u,) ... < d(u,), d(vI) < d(vJ .. . < d(vnz> and 
d(u,J<k<m*d(v,-,)>m-kfl. (5) 
Then G is Hamiltonian. On the other hand, tf the degrees of G fail to 
satisfy (5) then there is a non-Hamiltonian bipartite graph G3 with blue points 
al , a2 ,.-., a, and red points b, , b, ,..., b, such that d(a3 < ... < d(a,), 
d(h) G =.. < d(bm> and d(aJ > d(u,), d(bi) > d(vJ for all i. 
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(The condition given by Moon and Moser was 4:~~) > k and d(zj*) > k 
for au k.) 
Here, we construct a new graph G” by addmg to G new !ines joining 
each red point to all the other red points. 67” is ~amilton~a~ if and only 
if G is; if the degrees of G satisfy (5) then the degree sequence of G” 
satisfies (2). As the example for the second part, we take the graph ‘wf”nose 
set of points is X u Y u Z u W with A’, Y, Z, W pair-wise disjoint such 
thafcjXj=/Z/=k,/Yj=/Wj= m - k and whose lines join each 
point u E X U Y to each point v E Z W W except when ~5 E X and U f “IT 
In case we know just the degree sequence of the bipartite graph G 
we can still apply 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let G be a bipartite graph with &p > 1 points in each 
part. If the degree sequence dl , d2 ,..., d, of G satisfies 
then G is Hamiltonian. On the other hand, if the degree sequence of G fails 
to satisfy (6) then it is majorized by the degree sequence of a ~oi~~~a~~~to~~a~ 
bipartite graph G, with +p points in each part. 
The first part is a consequence of Corollary 1.3 as (5) implies (5). 
Indeed, if the degrees of G fail to satisfy (5) for k = t then Lhe degree 
sequence of G fails to satisfy (6) for k = min(t, M - t). As G4 in the 
second part, one can take the graph G, from Corollary 1.3. 
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